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ERA Rally Revives Spirit Of The Sixties
by Teresa McBride
It was with great honor that
this writer, .photographer, ERA
supporter and sometime law
student accompanied one of the
renowned speakers of the ERA
. rally namely second-year law
,
, .. .
student Ms. ChrIstte Cyphers. It
. an unturned out to be qUIte
forgettable experience.
It all began Sunday, January
22, at 10:45 a.m. in the Cary
Stadium parking lot, where the
expected fifty to sixty William
and Mary students turned out to
be a mere twenty-nine. Obviously, some students found
private transportation , thus
forfeiting an opportunity of a
lifetime - riding a William and
Mary bus that could actually go
faster than 25 MPH! To be
perfectly honest, it was quite
rare that the bus surpassed that
speed, since there aren't too
many downhill runs on Interstate 64. In fact , whenever we
hit an uphill grade of more than
five degrees, the bus would jerk
back and forth with backfires
playing
harmony in the
b,,-,,-lq~,t'ound .

The dt'ivet' ca lmly

explained that these unusual
sounds and movements were the
result of water in the gas tank,
but I became somewhat
suspicious when I noticed that he
was driving with one hand and
holding a rosary with the other. I
silently wondered if it was I who
had water on the brain for riding
this wreck in the first place.
We had planned to leave the
Stadium promptly at 11 :00, but
waited an extra five minutes
just in case latecomers should
appear. Please don't get the
mistaken idea that we felt
empathy for any poor soul who
may have been racing hectically
to catch the bus. Simple arithmetic will ten you that more
bodies equals less cost per head
for the ride. As to the price for

the rest of the anatomy , this
writer never had advanced
trigonometry!
As we waited for more
passengers (and waited, and
waited, and waited . . .), our
b
hearts egan to 'beat a little
fas ter as we spo tted an approaching female walking
hurriedly toward the bus ; then
we watched in horror as she
continued to walk right past the
bus. Someone yelled, " Grab
her!
but she
away.
We", then
got got
under
way, but
first stopping at the Colonial
. Williamsburg Information
Center in order to follow the
Hampton ERA bus , which
supposedly had directions to the
rally . I cannot attest to that fact
since~ by the time we were two
minutes out of Williamsburg, we
were lagging at least five miles
behind.
Lo and behold, we finally
arrived at Monroe Park in Richmond. When we gathered among
the thousands of ERA supporters, we realized it was worth
all the HELL we went throug.1J to
get there. More than three
thousand supporters marched
down Franklin Street from
Monroe Park to the State Capitol
grounds. We chanted slogans,
sang protest songs, and carried
signs! It was almost like the
great old days of the Sixties.
The march and subsequent
rally at the Capitol grounds was
sponsored by Labor· for Equal
Rights Now. It is 'estimated that
as many as 75 groups other than
labor and trade unions also took
part in the rally.
The Mayor of Richmond spoke
to the cheering crowd and
declared January 22 " Ratify the
ERA Day in Richmond." He
said that ERA was for all people
and that he resented those
persons who assume that it is a
women's issue only.

State Court Center'
Anticipates Ope ning
by George Neuberger
There's an empty parking lot
on South Boundary Street that's
empty because its waiting for a
law school to be built around it.
Next door, the parking lot is full
- and busy. This parking lot
serves the newly-erected and
recently-occupied
National
Center for State Courts. The
National Center, of course, was
organized in 1971 as a result of
the Williamsburg Conference on
the Judiciary but spent its first
seven years in rented quarters
in a downtown Denver office
liMing.

According to Southeast
egional Director, Alex Aika n , and National Deputy
'irector, Arne Schoeller, this is

the first permanent home for the
National Center. And quite a
new home it is . Designed
simultaneously with ~e new law
school,
the
Center ' ~
headquarters is intended to
complement the law school
architecturally, professionally,
and intellectually. If first
glimpse of the new building is
any indication of what's to come,
Marshall-Wythe's
association
with the National Center should
be pleasant and enduring.
The building takes maximum
advantage of a great view
overlooking the Parkway, and
its architecture is a treat: a
pleasant break from colonial
pillars and panes but picking up
(continued page 3)
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Marshall-Wythe School of Law
is particularly fortunate to have
this year as a visiting professor
of law John Bridge, Professor of
International and European
Law , University -of Exeter,
England. Professor Bridge is
participating in a small but
select exchange program with
M-W ; he has not only exchanged
schools with our owR Professor
Walter Williams, who is
Leachlng aL ~xeler tills year, bUL

has exchanged houses, cars, etc,
with him as well.
John Bridge was born in
Somerset, England, and after
taking a national test at the age
of 11 , entered a grammar school
there. Professor Bridge explained, .
" In my day , for nationhl
education, you took this test at a
young age. If you showed the
right sort of promise on this test,
you went on to the grammar
schooL Otherwise, you went on
to a more 'practical,' vocational
sort of schooL Although my
school was very old, founded in
the 15th century or thereabouts,
ithas been run by the state since
WWII. "
At the age of eighteen,
Professor Bridge entered the
University of Bristol, from
which he received his L.L.B. in
1959. His particular fields of
interest were English Constitutional Law, European Law,
and Public International Law.
(In England , Public International Law is to be
distinguished from Private
International Law, which i.S
referred -to in this country as
Conflicts.) Again , Professoi'
Bridge explained this difference
in educational procedure.
" Law study in England is
initially an undergraduate
degree , and is approached
somewhat differently than it is
in this country, rather more
from the point of view of the
principles
involved.
For
example, as a general rule,
Roman Law is required for the
degree, because we think it is a
good thing for a student of the
principles of law to know. Also,
you must remember that many
of our students study law
without intending to practice it. I
would say that a quarter of our

the ERA supporters. Ms. Feldon
was extemely articulate in
expressing her personal conv~rsi.on from a su~porter on the
sldelmes to an actIve worker for
t<:RA. This conversIOn was the
result of being denied the opportunity to do voice-overs for
. I
d
.
commercia s . A vertlsers
bel'leve on Iy rna I es h ave th e
authority in their voice to sell
products. Ms. Feldon pointed out
that we have learned from the
toilet paper commercials that

" soft can be very STRONG !"
Other speakers included Joyce
Miller, president of the Coalition
of Labor Union Women. Mary
Hatwood-Futrell , President,
Virginia Education Association,
Chairperson ERAmerica , Julian
Carper , President Virginia
'
State AFL-CIO, and our very
. Cy ph ers.
own Chr'IstJe
All of the speakers were
dynamic and informative. The
crowd became particularly
.
(contmued
page 3 )

students study law as a liberal
education, and go into 11 wide
range of careers."
After taking his L.L.B .,
Professor Bridge went on to take
his M.L. in European Law, and
later his Ph.D., all at the

University of Bristol.
Immediately upon completing
his education, Professor Bridge
accepted a post as an Assistant
Lecturer ("the lowest of the
low") at the University of
(continued pageS)

En 9 I0 n d '5 Loss Is
5 bU rg '5
Go ,- n

New Building "Bids"
For A Beginning

Site of the new law school, on S. Henry Street.
by Ken Geroe
Bids will open for construction
of the new law school building on
February 9, according to
William and Mary Director of
Information Ross Weeks. The
College hopes that construction
can begin by March 1.
The new law school building
will be the first project included
in the Higher Education Bond to
go to bid. Plans on this and many
other Bond projects were
completed well before the voters
approved funding on election
day. The speed with which the
State is acting on the new law
school building is seen by Weeks
as a reaffirmation of the' relative
importance of this project.
It is estimated that it will take
about two years actually to .
complete the new building. If
there is prompt action by the

State agencies in Richmond, the
current first year class might
expect to spend the last half of
their last year in the new
building.
There are no firm plans as to
what will be done with the
present Marshall-Wythe
Building. The English Department, currently scattered
around several sites on the Old '
Campus, will receive at least
part of the building. There is
also the possibility that the
Institute of Early American
History will occupy a part of the
building.
The name Marshall-Wythe
Building will accompany the la'w
school to the new building. It has
not yet been decided whether to
rename the old building or to
refer to it simply as Old Marshall-Wythe.

Page Z
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Editorial:

Respond,
If You Care
In a recel}t issue of this newspaper we commented on
what we called a general lack of concern, on the part of the
Administration, for the affairs of law students. Not
suprisingly , this comment was treated in a manner consistent
with our original claim. We think it would be helpful to add.
one or two more comments about this , and then we plan to
leave the whole subject entirely alone.
Early last·semester we visted the office of an Assistant
Dean and solicited his help in securing additional manpower
for this newspaper. Dean Sullivan assured us of his continued
interest in the Amicus and was distressed to learn that the
paper suffered from non-support. He would, he told us, do all
he could to help us . In later issues of the Amicus , we
editorialized on a variety of subjects that concern all of us as .
law students , notably the state of the library. We urged the
Administration to respond , primarily because students were
coming to see us to inquire as to what steps were being taken
to alleviate library problems . It was expected that of all of the
members of the law school Administration, Dean Sullivan
would respond. He is the one who assured us of an interest in
the paper. He is the one to whom most law students are
referred when they have problems . Of course, we have
received no response from him or any other member of the
Administra tion.
We would have been shocked ·right out of our collective
minds if Ms. Herriot herself had responded. We think that a
librarian in charge of a law school library that doesn ' t even
carry subscriptions to the New York Times or the )Vall Street
Journal should hardly be charged with a duty to concern
herself . with the absolute irrelevances of the law school
newspaper.
.
Now finally, the issue resurfaces. In the midst of first
year memo-writing, the library is undergoing a metamorphosis . One of the two reading rooms is rendered useless by
construction. The other, along with every available seat in the
library, is rendered useless by the noise attending construction. We have heard students complaining left and right
about the situation. We think that it is time that someone in a
position of authority answer to the entire law school for the,
situation . If someone feels that there is a better forum than
the Amicus , that is fine . It is of little concern to us where or
how the response comes - through a notice tacked on the
bulletin board or a tape recorded announcement played in the
lobby. It is of great concern to us that the Administration
assures us that it hears us .
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Letters To The Editors
Amicus ~\Bloop"
Geptlemen,
I' was perplexed to see ·a
photograph of young men
playing
basketball
ac.companying your Super Bowl
(Amicus, January 19) . Your
Director of Intramurals informs
me that there are, indeed, six
intramural basketball teams
playing with varying skill and
success from the Law School
but he admits that there is n~
reference to them in the article
about the . Super Bowl at all,
completely ignoring intramural
sports. Rest assured that I
defended your judgement and
informed him that, obviously,
more law students had either
partiCipated or attended the
Super Bowl than all of the Intramural Basketball games
played _recently; otherwise, you
never would have run the ar- "ticle.
somewhat
simBeing
pleminded, as SBA officials
tend to be, he accepted my
explanation. I think he may have
a pOint, though. I suggest that
for your next sports column you
write about basketball , but
include a photograph of a Dallas
Cowboys' cheerleader to ensure
balance.
In passing, I'd like to
congratulate the young ladies
who attended the ERA rally in
Richmond last Sunday. They
braved sub-freezing weather to
tell t.he General Assembly that
Virginia's women deserve the
full protection of the law. No
doubt inspirGd by the example of
thousands of women who did not
know enough. to come in out of
the cold, the General Assembly
will make all women either
wards .of court ' or place them
under the care of their nearest
male relative, thereby assuring
their protection.
Your ,correspondent,
Pudd 'n' head

"Rasko Insurgent"
Sirs
Appearing elsewhere in this
newspaper is an article written
under the Nom de plume of the
Naked Eye which makes
reference to myself as the object
of a conspiracy by Mr.
Raskolnikov to gain control of
the S.B.A. Mr. Eye is' mistaken.
Indeed, it may not be too far
from the mark to say that he is
operating under an insane
delusion ; probably induced by
an excessive use of the
hallucinogens of which he is so
fond .
To suggest that there is an
eminence grise behind my bid
for the Presidency is an insult .to
the intelligence of the entire law
school community. Well . ..
most of it C}nyway. Besides, I
have long since severed my ties
to the Liquefactionist Party.
This was, after all, no more than
a casual flirtation which most
persons should with alacrity
forgive and forget. I now
recognize the error of judgment
which initially caused me to be
attracted to this discordant
element in our body politic. I
stand ready to denounce their
policy of terrorism and
pro'g rammatic violence.
Furthermore, I'm not overly
fond of clams.
Yours
John T. Nolan

or ller, either through an interview here or otherwise, such
Dear Editors:
student will no longer parThere are some of us who,
ticipa te in the interviewing
when recently passIng and process for the current season.
perusing the second-floor It has come to my attention,
placement bulletin board, have however, that some of those
noticed that a misunderstanding ' students who have accepted
between the placement office positions, particularly summer
and some of the signatories of positions, do not share in making
the board has crea ted a potential
this assumption.
There are presently a few
injustice. I hope this letter will
serve to bridge the com- sign-up lists for upcoming interviews here at the law school,
munication gap between the
placement office and some and many students who have not
misguided job-seekers.
ac~epted a summer or full-time
For those readers who are position are eagerly signing up
unfamiliar with the ipterview
for the interviews, hoping to be
process here, let me briefly
among the respective " select"
explain.
Our
Placement groups.
.
Director posts a sign-up sheet
Nevertheless , among the
with a description of the firm
signatories are quite a few
coming to interview, inviting students who have openly
second and third year students
acknowledged that they have
to sign up. After a few days, the already accepted a summer or
Director removes the list, sends
full-time P9Sition, but wish to
the resume of each signatory to haye an interview anyway,
hoping to set the stage for the
the law firm, imd the individual
representing the firm chooses next interviewing season.
who he wishes to interview and
It would be a simple error to
how many he wishes to incorrect if the Director knew
terview. A "select" group of 8-12 which students had accepted a
students are then interviewed position but, due perhaps to the
and some perhaps will later be remote
location
of
the
Placement Office, our Director
offered a job, summer or fulltime, which they may accept or gets little feedback from the
reject. It is ass~ed by the fortunate students who have
Director and the participating accepted positions . .,.And, since
students that once a student interviews are usually granted
accepts a position offered to him
on the basis of merit and

List Lovers

(continll .. d

na~e
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'-Folfowi rig- Are The ·
New P.A.D. Initiates:
Lenita Ellis
Dorothy Martin
Richard Wolff
Jerry Ragan
Evans L. King, Jr.
Mike Hollingsworth
Marged Woodrum
Christopher Mellott
Joseph Ambrosio
Harrison Osborne
Michael Webb
W. Colby Brown
Joh,) Bridge

Carolyn Pollard
Donna Salhany
Mark .5trattner
Sue Troia
Susan Watt
Bob Rae
Bill Reilly
Robin Strickler
Dot Stassun
Clare McCulla
Ruth Lanning
Teresa Creef
Thelma Carroll

Following Are The
New P.D.P~ Initiates:
Billy King
Barry Zirulnik
Mark Smith
Jon Margolis .
Jay-Ireland
Coleen Boies
Bill Hopkins
Lee Osborne
Clayton Sanders
Eppa Hite
Joe Lagrotteria
Larie Cantwell
Bruce Smith
Bill Watson
Stuart Pleasants
Mike Cogswell
Bob Ward
Dan Dickerson
Chuck Alt
Kathy Davidson
Leslie Ritts
Kathy Dring
Loraine Nordlund
Walter Williams
Anita McFalls
Ross Locklear
Mike Lasky
John Kishbaugh
Bill McGlynn
- Kevin Norwood
Tony Anikeeff
Ann Kiley
Laird Stabler

CraigJ. Smith
Clyde Thompson
Barbara Tarpey O'Brien
Francis Bagby
Catherine Mahoney
Mark Warlick
Larry Leclair
Chris Barlow
Jeff Hallock
Francis Reynolds
Shep Williams
Tom Massaro
Judy Cooke
Christy May
Ken Kopocis
Warren Aldrich
Dan Walthuis
Gary Leydig
Rhonda Williford
Kathy Brown
Chuck Anderson
Jocelin Hackathorn
Allen Fincher
Mike Cotter"
Kevin Connelly
Dave Robbins
Jeff Dozier
Dan Sumption
Teresa McBride
Christy Cyphers
Moe Hamilton
. Elizabeth Bagby

I
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State Courts,
Cont'd.
(continued from page 1)
the colonial theme and blending
attractively into the Williamsburg environs, and the inside
will put your eyes out. The offices are bold and bright ;
everything that an office
building - or a law school 'usually isn' t. If Marshall-Wythe
looks like this three years from
now , I'll be back for my MLT.
The accoutrements are not
however, what the Center - or
this article - is really all abo "
When asked what intellectual
and professional rapport he
anticipates between Center and
school ,
Deputy
Director
Schoeller suggests a whole
shopping list of ideas and
hastens to add that these are
really just the few possibilities
developed during informal talks
with Dean'Spong and others. He
poi?ts out that even greater
potential exists, as " we will
have people with unique
knowledge and capabilities,"
and he promises that these
people will be channeled into the
law school and college community in ways that will
manifest themselves as the
relationship unfolds. Some ideas
already on the drawing board:
As the result of a recent
significant bequest , the ex~
panded Moot Courtroom '- has
received much attention in the
press. Regarding ' the Moot
Court, the Center's role will be
three-fold: first, the Center is
assisting the law school in
seeking additional federal
funding through the LEAA. Once
funding is final , the National
Cp.nter will provide technical

assistance. Working closely with
the architect and the law school
the Center's technical team i~
developing the concept for a
technically expansive Courtroom. Finally, this technical
cooperation will continue once
construction is complete, with
the Center's continued consultation concerning the best
possible use of sophisticated
equipment and techniques.
Schoeller is quick to point out
that while this is not the first
experimental courtroom in the
country, it is unique. He points,
for example, to the courtroom at
the McGeorge Law School at U.
Cal., Davis, emphasizing that
each of these courtrooms is
"experimental" only in the
sense that itis "one guy's idea of
how a courtroom ought to be. It's
engraved in granite. Here, the
concept is flexible ; it's to experiment; to try an idea and find
out if it works." .
There will be nothing "moot"
about this courtroom. It's meant
to be a laboratory; a place
where hypotheses about judicial
administration and courtroom
management will be developed,
tested, changed, arid retested
many times, with most of them
being turned inside out - or
scrapped - along the way.
Nothing, according to Schoeller,
will be engraved on granite.
The National Center should
also benefit Marshall-Wythe in
the area of visiting scholars.
This may come about in several
ways:
The Center is now experimenting with a visi ting
fellow program under the
auspices of which it is sponsoring Columbia professor
Maurice Rosenberg's sabbatical
year at Stanford. Though his
manuscript is not yet available
for review, lie is developing a
treatise on "Legal Com-

. Page 3
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munications." Aikman and
. _..- ---::.
Schoeller expect him to address
traditional aspects of courts'
public relations as well as some
extra-judicial themes, including
the use of language, messages,
and instructions to effect a sense
of justice. If the program is
successful, future visiting fellow
programs might bring influential legal academicians to
Williamsburg and MarshallWythe.
The National Center also has a
visiting dignitary staff position.
This chair currently is filled by
Justice Paul C. Reardon, of the
Supreme Judicial Court of
Massachusetts (ret.) , who is
also serving as a member of the
law school faculty . As increased
financial resources become
available, the visiting dignitary
staff may be expanded.
The Center also conducts a
continuing series of special
programs
for
prominent
members of the legal community. For example , they
sponsor orientation sessions for
Members of Congress on a
(((Q uiet enj oyment.' I t' s in Oftr Lease."
regular basis. This fall, the
National Center will play host to
continue to be filled through the
a group of foreign jurists
student placement office , so
studying our system. The
organization. For if you play
they do not wish to be buried
a tional Center also has
teams, there arises a basic
other
under a pile of student resumes.
unofficial ties with groups of
conflict : should everyone play,
Job
opportunities
will
be
posted
academiCians , such as the
or should you try to win. These
as they become available .
Brookings Institute, throughout
phrases are mutually exclusive.
Moreover,
the
Center
does
not
the country. When in WilliamEveryone cannot participate as
anticipate expanding its staff
sburg, these people will be
much as they'd like and still
by John Rodgers
during
the
summer
months,
so
available to the law school as
come out as a winner. If
The women of Marshall-Wythe
to
the
Center
is
not
a
good
place
their schedules permit.
everyone does compete, people
have banded together to have a
look for a legal clerking job that
Some of these ideas already
fun, purposeful exercise period
who do have better talent will
will
keep
you
in
town
and
in
have been put into practice.
complain
consisting
primarily
of
that you should be,
pocket money during the
Justice Reardon is teaching a
winning. So this paper wishes
basketball. So far twelve girls
summer.
seminar in judicial adthe girls good luck in their
have appeared to practice and
Likewise,
the
Center 's
ministration with Alex Aikman.
mutual decision. Welcome to.
Sue Troia who is an organizer
profesSional
needs:
though
a
Aikman first offered this
basketball girls, we hope you
along with Dot Stassun and
majority of its professional
seminar last year with Tormer
enjoy it.
Sallie
Stabler,
has
said
that
she
staffe.rs are attorneys, a
Alabama Chief Justice Howell
hopes that tnor .. of the wotn..n
maJority
of
these
attorneys
have
T. Heflin and has been pleased
Men's
Intramurals,
In
from the law school show up for
with student response. Likewise training in at least one adBasketball season is at the
their
Sunday
evening
workouts.
ditional area - they're also
Judge Ketcham is offering a
midway mark. In the "A"
It is unclear at present
professional statisticians
seminar in Juvenile Law, along
League, Blackacre is unwhether
they
will
band
together
linguists,
economists ,
with his responsibilities in the
defeated with four wins, while
to form a competitive team and
behavioral scientists. Aikman
same vein with the Center.
Lousewort is 5-0, both teams are
participate
in
the
Women's
points out that "the issues_here
Additionally, two Center staffers
all law students. Bruce Garrity
Recreation
Association
League
are not the substance of justice.
are teaching a course in judicial
is the second leading scorer in
of the College, or whether they
The Center is concerned more
behavior at the undergraduate
the College with a 25:3 points per
will
continue
to
have
just
their
with the delivery of justice," so
level.
.
game average for Blackacre.
weekly
workouts.
The
purposes
the Center does not have a high
In exchange for access to their
Also in the A League,
of the team are fourfold:
demand for lawyers with
technical expertise and visiting
Negligence, a group of first year
comraderie,
a
desire
exercise,
traditional legal training and
sch~lars and dignitaries, the
players is 1-3. The "D" League
to
get
the
most
out
of
their
interests. When the Center hires
NatIOnal Center will enjoy the
student . athletic fee, and of standings show the Supreme Ct.
professional staff, it usually
use of our library facilities
"B" in second place with a 3-1
course to have some good ole
mounts
a
nationwide
search
for
(imagine having a spare corner
mark. In the E League, Uncle
fashioned
fun
.
Ken
Geroe,
Inhighly specialized skills. If you
in the law library to share with
John's Band is 2-3, while the
tramural Director for the SBA
have the talent and training the
any~ody! ) , classroom space,
Supreme Court A has a perfect
thinks
it's
a
great
idea
and
hope~
Center is seeking, the people
and mbred Southern hospitality.
record, they are winless in five
that
they
will
decide
to
compete
there will be glad to hear from
Whatta deal.
attempts.
in
the
WRA.
you. Otherwise, your resume
But what about jobs? In the
Helping with some instruction
will probably gather more dust
recent past, the Center has had
and sharing the officiating
than
attention.
an infrequent number of temduties are Frank Ferguson, Rick
NEXT ISSUE: The National
porary jobs available for
Adams, and Dan Weckstein.
Center's
preparations
for
the
students. These positions have
(continued from page 1)
The team, which is yet unsecond Williamsburg Conbeen filled through
the
named, has some good talent,
ference.
enthused by comments made by
placement office and have
considering the small amount of
Marianne
Fowler
of
usually involved citation work.
International Law experience many of the par- VERAPACT.
She said that the
As the headquarters staff moves
ticipants have had in basketball.
preamble to the Virginia Conin from Denver, Schoeller and
Society, Cont'd.
Bev Karch was heard to say
stitution declares that a
Aikman expect the demand for
"Hey, we've got some good
(continued from page6)
government is to serve the
single project researchers to
people, and when that governand interested students and .talent out here, all we need to do
incr~se. When Williamsburg
is work on some fundamentals."
ment fails to serve the people,
was Just a regional office, only
faculty in the near future. When
The law students on this
the people have an obligation to
three or four projects were
the exacrdate is determined, it
merry band are : Sue Troia
topple that government! Her
underway at any moment. Now,
will be publicized.
Carol Hill, Dot Stassun, Kathy
words sounded a warning to the
the national office and regional
The Socjety has also been
Hunter, Chanda Kinsey, Sue
Virginia legislature.
staff anticipate that as many as
attempting to schedule an aJr
Ritts,
MiChelle Gillette, Cathi
Tired, very cold, and yet
twenty projects will be conpearance by Mr. Monroe Leigh,
Mahoney, and 13ev Karch.
elated, we returned to our
. ducted simultaneously, though
ex-counsel to former Secretary
The big problem facing this
rickety bus and headed for
not all of these will offer-student
of State Henry Kissinger.
squad
is whether to compete, or
home. On the return trip we
employment
opportunities.
Prospects look good for Mr.
just learn. If by entering in a
wrote postcards (in the dark) to
Although nominally affiliated
Leigh's appearance; the date is
competitive
situation they will
our representatives.
to be announced.
with the University of Denver's
take time to learn and develop
We urge each of you to write to
The SOCiety will host the
law school previously" the
some basic basketball skills,
your representatives as well.
Center was not near enough to
T.G .I.F. party in the Graduate
then they should compete,
Thirty-five states have ratified
Student Center on April 7, from
the school to offer student
because basketball is a lot more
ERA thus far. Only three more
2-5 p.m.
employment, and student emenjoyable when you have an idea
states are needed. Most of the
. Any future developments will
ployment is still in the exof what is going on. On the other
fifteen nonratifying states are in
perimental stage here.
be posted on the International
hand
, a competitive ' enthe South. Virginia was once a
Law Society's bulletin board
A further note on student
vironment . could destroy the
great leader and could perhaps
located inconspiculously on th~
employment: Schoeller and Aikcomradeship of the team which
regain its place of leadership by
third floor, next to the student
man anticipate. that future
is a stated goal of the
ratifying ERA.
lounge.
temporary job opportunities will
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ERA, cont'd.

Medical Advice

,

Prevention Best Cure
.For Sports In;uries
by T. Moorman
I have been asked to discuss
sports injuries. This is a broad
subject and could be approached
from several aspects , i.e .,
economical anatomical conditional n'utritional p~eventional, ~tc . I would 'refer the
reader to the recent Sports
Illustrated article on the knee
<october 24, 197.7) as being a
good discussion Qf economic as
well as medical implications of
sports-related injuries.
The best "cure" is prevention.
I don 't mean stopping participation , but getting in shape to
participate. All of us, at one time
or another, have gone to the
PAD football party, or the PDP
softball game, or the church
picnic , and .played a strenuous
game we have not played for
weeks, months, or years! Not
only are we sore, tired, aching
and distraught, but some of us
suffer sprained ankles, torn
ligaments or cartilage in our
knees fractures to various
bones 'or ruptured discs in our
backs. Many times we have
exceeded the ability of our
bodies to react to stress which a
body 'in good tone could easily
handle.
All of us can feel our bodies
"going soft" as we consume
time in study and class that we
used to donate to physical activity. It is easy to allow the
physical to take second place to
the mental. It is painful to get in
shape and we need the mental
knowledge 'to pass the Bars. I
suggest we all could benefit by
more physical activity. I believe
one of the easiest methods is an
exercise program that can be
conducted at your convenience,
in a small area , several times
. each week. There are numerous
programs available and, as an
example , I recommend the
Canadian Air Force Exercise
Program for men and women.
.You can find it at most
·<·Bookstores. The program
requires only ten minutes per
day and consists of six exercises
which can be done inyour
favorite room or place. It starts
very' slowly, but can progress
you quickly into tolerable.
" shape" which should allow
moderate activity without all of
the above-mentioned calamities.
Several statements about
sports medicine: 1) No single

r
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exercIse program WIll prepare
you for every sport. 2) As people
get older , weight becomes more
of a problem .. 3,l ~oderate or
severe sports lDJunes, or those
you are concerned about,
require specialist evaluation
and treatment. Every sport
requires different muscle tone
and augmentation of different
muscle groups. The jogger does
not fare too well playing rugby
where the body is constantly
being . hit. Th~ tennis player
pres.ents a dlffe.rent set of
reqwrements to his body than
the golfer, etc. Weight is the
great scourge of joints, particularly hips , knees, and
ankles, because most people like
to include some form of jogging,
running , or walking in their
recreation . Losing weight is the
?est thing you can do to reduce
J~lDt prob.lems. There are many
diets. avallabl~, but .just getting
phYSIcally actIve WIll shed the
pounds.
Treatment of sports injuries is
a specialized field , and usually
undertaken by orthopedic
surgeons good at diagnosing
problems and prescribing
treatments which allow a quick
return to activity. Remember,
no matter how good the doctor,
your recovery is predicated on
your body's recuperative power.
Because doctors have been
burned trying to help people
recover too quickly , treatments
tend to , be conservative and
lengthy. Try, then, to pick a
doctor who is active in the area
of your interest, and he will
probably get you back in action
as quickly as possible.
Generally, injured parts will
require rest. This means a sling
cast, splint, crutches , or bed.
After receiving the go-ahead for
activity, try to work into your
program
gradually.
For
example, swimming or riding a
bike is good for getting muscles
and joints mobile again , without
the stress of running . Heat and
elastic pressure bandages help
control swelling. Time of
recovery will depend on severity
of injury and individual differences, but in healthy young
adults simple fractures usually
heal within five weeks, severe
fractures 8-12 weeks or surgery,
minor strains and sprains 3
days-3 weeks, sever e strains or
sprains 4-6 weeks or surgery,
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pulled or bruised muscles 5
days-6 weeks . Remember that
injured tissues can provide a
culture medium for bacterial
infection. Always watch every
injury, whether or not the skin is
broken, for signs of infection.
These signs are swelling, pain
and heat{)ut of proportion to the
injury ; enlarged lymph nodes
(behind knee, in groin, in fat of
elbow, under arm, or back of
back ), red streaks proceeding
away from the injury or up the
leg or arm , exuding out of the
injured area, and increased
body temperature. If any of
these signs are present, do not
wait to see if they are going to
get better, but go to your doctor,
as immediate treatment is
necessary to avoid serioU$
consequences.
Resident Editor's Note: I have
been watching " Quincy, Medical
Examiner" on television Friday
evenings, NBC, Channel 10. I
would like to recommend it to
you as touching on subjects of
medical-legal interest. Recent
episodes have considered chain
of custody for evidence, identification of epidemic agents,
identification of a skull, and use
of tissue alcohol concentra tion to
show absence of intoxication. It
has the Perry Mason drama that
every public production has, but
some of the medical techniques
may be of interest to you.

Environmental
law Group Set
To Publish EPN
by Phil Bane
Residing in Carrel E of the
Main Library is one of the least
known , but most 'active,
organizations in the Law School,
the Environmental Law Group.
The reason for the general lack
of knowledge on the part of
students is that the purpose of
the group is primarily to be a
service to the legal community
through the publication of the
Environmental Practice News .
The EPN is published so as to
educate and -alert the general
practItIOner to current affairs in
Environmental Law and how
they may affect his clients. The
EPN is distributed to 1300
practicing attorneys in the
United States.
The Environmental Law
Group has had a low profile at
Marshall-Wythe because of its
emphasis on actiVities outside of
the view of the law students. Yet
the Environmental Law Group

is one of the hignest tuooed
student activities in the SBA
budget. This funding can be
easily justified if one considers
the service that the Group
provides to practicing attorneys
and the corresponding value of
having the law school's name on
such a valuable publication.
Each year there has been a
steady demand for more' issues
and many requests to be added
to the EPN's subscriber's list.
In February , the
Environmental Law Group will
publish this year's first issue of
the EPN . Articles were contributed by several students, the
editing was done by Rhonda
Williford, and Philip Bane, the
editor-in-chief is John Laager.
The Environmental Law
Group is seeking to expand its
activities so as to serve the
students of Marshall-Wythe in a
more direct manner. The Group
is hoping to introduce a
speaker ' s series that would
concentrate on issues of environmental concern. The Group
(continued p_age6)

Just Hearsay
Second year students Gwyn Staton and Jocelyn West have organized
a letter-writing campaign designed to promote passage of the Equal
Rights Amendment in the Virginia legislature. Students interested in
sending a postcard to the legislators should visit the table set up on
the second floor of the law school for more information.
Dr. Brad Coursen will lecture in Millington Auditorium at 7:30 p.m .
on February 7. His topic will be " Life. Death and Immortality." A
reception will follow .

Sandwiches good enough to be
JUDGED SUPREME by any COURT

Meeting

The National Center for the Public Interest is sponsoring a legal
essay competition, with a national first prize of $5,000. There are also
seven regional prizes of $1 ,000 and $500. The subject of the essay is
"How can the individual invoke the judicial system to protect his
libertY?" 'Further details may be obtained from the National Center
at 1l0117th Street, NW, Suite 810, Washington, D.C. 20036.
T.G.I.F. party tomorrow in the Graduate Student Center. All law
students welcome.
PDP party celebrating Mardi Gras (a little late) will be February 11.
Details_later.

Call ahead:

220-0298

424 Prince George St.
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February 9

The
Cheese Shop

.

.

Res Ipsa Loquitor

Roast beef, turkey, Surry ham,
German sausa8e and cheese
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for all SBA
Candidates

Female roommate needed to share 3 bedroom townhouse with 2 other
girls. Five minute drive to campus. $100 a month plus one third of the
utilities . Call Elizabeth Snyder at 253-{)329.
CITIZENS ADVOCACY NEEDS VOLUNTEERS. Volunteers are
needed to take part in a one to one relationship with a mentally
retarded individual in the area. They need people who !!an share an
activity and a little concern for someone else on a regular basis. For
information , call Dave Page at 229-3535.
.
The Marshall-Wythe School of Law has announced the courses to bf
offered during the 1978 summer session.
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Williamsburg

(continued from page 1)
Exeter. From that point he
followed in his own words a
, typical university life ' (albeit
a distinguished one) rising first
to the position of lecturer, then
to senior lecturer, and finally in
1974, he gained the third law
chair at Exeter and became a

Cou rt Report

Profes or of Law.
.. A lecturer," Bridge noted,
'is a very distinguished position
in England. nlike this country,
we do not have many
profe sors ; the title is a rare
one. Many first rate scholars go
their whole careers and retire as
a
senior
lecturer
or
thereabouts. "
Although this is Professor
Bridge's first visit to this
country and his first time
teaching at M-W, he has taught
at the Summer Session in
England for ten years, , almost
ince it s inception." during the
summer he generally teaches
both Public International and
European Common Market
Law .
(continued page6 )

Professor Bridge: "America is a friendly place."

Exeter Diary:

Cottage Pie & Castles
b

. Wa ne Ta lor

M dog got all the fan mail from last week's installment.
In ca e anyone is still wondering, her name is Misty . he is a
miniature collie and quite mart. <I can't take any credit for
.
the tricks she knows .)
There is one other bit of old business before we get on with
the show . 0 , the picture was not staged! It's an honest-togoodness snapshot taken the day I left. The reason it looks so
illy i because I was taking it with a timer . Considering the
fact that Misty 's patience was a few seconds shorter than the
timE'r. I' m lucky it turned out at aU .
July 8 ... Went to breakfa t hoping for a miracle. No luck .

rban Land se professor called on students {or the first
time toda . My luck didn 't improve. I was the first person he
called on .
The cafeteria wa clo ed this evening (relief !) so B. and I
went downtown to eat. Ended up at Whitehart Tavern . It's a
rambling place with many little drinking rooms and a back
patio . We ordered "cottage pie," chips (French fries), and
bean . It was m y be t meal yet - and all for 67p . Another law
tudent came and joined u . We ended up talking for over an
hour. (Make that two hours.)
When we got back I realized how tired I as , but we still
plan to go to a di co tonight.
Jul 9 ... pat 7. D. arrived a little later and we were off
for our fir t 'weekend excursion ." Got a coach ticket at 8,
grabbed a bite at 8: 10 and were on the coach at 8:30. Got my
first good look at the south-we t countryside. It is
BEA TIFUL ! Beyond description . Giant rolling hills, patchwork fields , stone houses , narrow roads ...
Got to Yoeville around 10 : 30. Explored the business
district a bit and got a quick early lunch. Grabbed a local bus
at 11 : 20 and headed for Chapel Cross . It really was a mere
cross-roads . The bus literally let us off in the grass out in the
country . We headed south as the bus turned and headed north .
After about 12 mile we came to the wide-spot-in-the-road
town of South Cadbury . topped in the tavern and got
directions. Just a few stups up the road we found a small ,
hand-lettered sign at the corner of an old building . Sure
enough the narrow. rocky lane lined with tall he.dges lead to
our destmatIon - L,amelot! As we climbed the hill we passed
through a forest which completely rings the summit. The
woods were full of enChanted-looking trees and oddly shaped
man -made hills and trenches. We expected to see a knight in
shining armour any minute.
As we pressed on we could see a tiny speck of light ahead.
Upward and upward we went towards the light. Finally , we
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FROM

AFAR.

by Bill Norton
Hello again, crimefighters.
This week 's episode is an interesting pot pourri. Murder in
the Triangle. A convention-goer
streaks the Burg. A Big Mac
AttCl " tur ns violen t. Also
repOl
.re recent action in the
DistriLi Court, and some upcoming cases in the Circuit
Court.
Colonial Murder Capital?
WiUiamsburg was the scene of
another murder on Saturday
night, Jan . 21. According to The
Virginia Gazette , " murder
charges have been filed against
Edward Williams 31 , of Toano,
arrested for the shooting death
of Leno Darnell Canaday, 27, of
Charles City.
The shooting occurred at
approximately 9 :30 p.m. at the
Limelight Cafe in the Triangk
district. City police chief Larr)
Vardell said Canaday died of a

emerged and found ourselves on top of one of the most
thrilling places I have ever seen . Again , the beauty is beyond
description . One must stand atop the mound and look out over
the circular ridge of the fortress onto miles of dazzling valley
in all directions to even come close to understanding the
emotional high it can create ! I won 't say any more. It has to
be seen .
There was an art student there from North Carolina who
knew all about the history of the place. It dates all the way
back to early iron-age times. They have dug trenches at
various spots and discovered all sorts of artifacts . Coins ,
pottery, weapons .
After we drifted back down to earth , we made our way
back to the tavern . This time we tarried long enough to quaff
an ale . l got into a discussion with some ancient local folk and
tried to discover any other places of interest within walking
distance ." ure," a man said , " there's a castle right down the
road. How far? " Two miles." Forget it. My " dogs" are dead
already .
We headed out another road and met a girl on horseback .
After a few pleasantries , she told us that a small lane would
take us to the top of another hill . So, off and up we went. Up
and up. We came upon a hilltop that was nothing but mounds
and cuts as if it had been excavated years ago . The best we
can figure is that it was the quarrry for the stone used at
Camelot.
From here we headed to the top of the highest hill. We
climbed almost straight up. Completely out of breath, we
reached the top and gazed across to the legendary Camelot in
kingly splendor surrounded by its valley . Beautiful .
At 4:25 we hailed the bus and were on our way back. We
eased into an upstairs coffee house in Yoeville just in time to
enjoy our best meal in the kingdom . We arrived in Exeter at 8
P .M. went to the campu bar and chatted for awhile , then
called it a day. What a day !
July 16 ... Same routine this morning . After lunch , D. and
I went down to the train station to get tickets for the next
day 's trip. Round trip was 4 pounds 20.
This afternoon I studied until around 5. Then we went
downtown to meet a group of people for dinner . They were a
little late but we still had time to stop by a tavern for a " pint of
bitters." Their dining hall was booked up until 9: 30. So we
sent some " scouts " to another place. They found some space .
We finished our drinks and set out to see what they had found.
It was the Turks Head Inn-right next to the ancient
Guildhall. It was the place wehre Charles Dickens reputedly
found the 'fat boy Joe ' used in his literary works. We went
upstairs and sat among ancient artifacts until the table was
ready .
Most everyone was feeling a bit loose. So, with 9
Americans at one table and 6 at another , we couldn 't have
been overlooked ! The most entertaining event of the meal
was our waitress. She acted as if we had tried to kill her . The
jokes (at her expense ) went on and on .
After dessert we decided to head for the discos . Our
" leader" was slightly confused by now and lead us in several
circles . We lost a few members of our group in another crowd
and spent a short time in an alley trying to regroup.
Finally worked our way down towards the river and
ended up in an underground disco. It was loud colorful , and
df..finitely not American .
Next: Bath, Boar s Head dinner, Tintagel.

single wound in the lower air
domen . He said the bullet
traveled in a diagonal direction
through Canaday's heart. His
body was sent to Richmond for
an autopsy .
Vardell said the shooting was
preceded by a discussion between the two men concerning
Williams' wife .
In addition to the murder
charge, Williams was charged
with use of a firearm in the
commission of a felony , which
carries an automatic one-year
non-reversible jail sentence.
Vardell said , 'We think there
were witnesses. I've talked to
orne people , but they couldn 't
remember if they were wi t.nesses to the crime." Williams is
free on $1 ,000 bond.
Tutu E chewed on
Richmond Road
John D. Barnes, 37, of Chase
City , Maryland, was taken to
Eastern State Hospital on
Friday, Jan . 20, after he apparently created a scene on
Richmond Road by removing his
clothes and running up and down
the highway . According to
police, Barnes was standing in
lhe east-bound lane , nude
screaming. City policemen and
a James City County deputy
approached him , wrestled him
to the ground, and strapped his
hands and feet.
Before the police could subdue
him , however, Barnes ran into
traffic and (in an apparent
s ta tement against corporate
America ) hurled himself at a
Ford Pinto. Feeling better , we
presume , he then began dancing
in the east bound lane, to the
delight of a crowd gathered at
the Crown service station.
HamBurglar Strikes!
Mayor McCheese Furious!
The McDonald 's Restaurant
on Rt. 60 East, near Busch
Gardens, was the scene on Jan.
14 of anither in a rash of armed
robberies .
Three masked gunmen, armed with two shotguns and a
pistol , entered the restaurant at
about 9 : 20 p.m. and forced
employees to lie on the floor .
Two of the men ordered the
night manager to put money
from a safe into a white bag.
The man carrying a pistol
ordered another employee to
take money out of the cash
register and put it in a bag.
Lives of several employees were
threatened.
There were no injuries, but a
shotgun was fired at a car driven
by an approaching Quarter
Pounder Person. The robbers
left in a late model vehicle.
Oi trict Court
The following summary of
District Court activities is
reprinted from the Jan . 27
edition of The Virginia Gazette.
Larceny and assault charges
were among the more serious
offenses tried in general district
court last week.
Lennard ewton , 53 , of 210
Tam-O-Shanter Blvd., Apt. 30,
was fined $250 for assault and
battery ,
amended
from
felonious assault. He was sentenced to six months in jail.
Norma Jean Parker, 23, of 32
Weaver Dr., was fined $50 each
on two counts of assault and
ba ttery. She also was fined $40
for disorderly conduct, and $50
for destroying private oroperty.
<continued page8)
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A Taste of
"Sherry"
by W.S. Fields
Though
similar
wines
borrowing the Sherry name are
made throughout the world; the
only real Sherry comes from the
south of Spain. It is in Jerez de la
Frontera, the capital of Sherry
country where the soil is chalky
and the climate hot, that the
Palomino and Pedro Ximenez
grapes thrive.
As with the other leading
fortified wines of · the world,
Port Madeira and Marsala , the
Sherry market was developed
by the .English, who still con-sider it to be their leading
aperitif. In fact, Harveys Bristol
Cream like all true Sherries
comes from Spain where it is
produced to the specifications of
John Harvey and Sons of Bristol,
England:
All Sherries are initially of two
types, Fino or Oloroso, and are
later refined or blended by their
producers to arrive at their
unique tastes. Fino is a light, dry
Sherry created when the flor is
present on the surface of the
wine , extracting any sugar left
over from fermentation. It is
made entirely from the_
. Palomino grape and is the ideal
a!'eritif. Served chilled it also
gOes well with seafood.
Olotoso is a darker more fullbodied, richer wine in which the
flor has not developed. It is just
as dryas Fino in its natural state
but is usually sweetened before
export to foreign markets .
Amoroso, Cream Sherries and
Brown Sherry are examples of
sweetened Olorosos.
.
Sherries may be taken chilled
or on ice, though a purist would .
object to a Cream or Amoroso
Sherry ·at any but room temperature. As previously stated,
Sherry makes a fine before meal
drink and will not produce a
negative reaction with the table
wines conswned during dinner.
Cream Sherry and other
sweetened Sherries are qften
consumed as an aperitif but are
best reserved for use as a
dessert or after meal wine
because of their rich taste.

Environmental
Law, Cont'd.

Ladies'
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New offices are being built in the la w library.

Library Getting
Smaller & Noisier
by Marc Bresenoff
The law school is now in the
process of constructing an additionallibrary staff office in the
left reading room on the main
floor of the library. The small
office will displace one table and
three .carrels and will be occupied by ·Mrs. Johnson, the
associate librarian.
With the completion of the new
law school more than two years
away, there is a pressing need to
have Mrs. Johnson on the first
floor where she can more closely
supervise the circulation and
reference departments of which
SAN FRANCISCO, Jan. 19
(A) - Two third-year law
students at Hastings College of
the Law here- have been fined
$2,250 by the school for allegedly
spending
the
student
newspaper's funds on cigars,
champagne and a trip to the
Bahamas. They are former coeditors of the aper.

(continued from page4)
is also hoping to interest adThese wildlife prints will be
ditional students to join so as to. shown at various activities
provide new ideas and energy.
associated with environmental
The membership has increased
issues and will also be displayed
threefold in the past year, and it.
in the Law School's main lobby.
is hoped that this .trend will
continue.
The Environmental Law
In the past years the En.
Group
intends to publish another
vironmental Law Group has had
the responsibility of selling issue of the EPN before the end
wildlife prints dona~ by Guy of the Spring Semester. Many
Coleach, a wildlife artist of students have shown an active
international repute. The money . interest in participating in the
derived from the selling of these upcoming issue and it is hoped
prints is put into a fund ad- that some of the first year
·ministered jointly by the College students will add their interest
of William and Mary and the and energies to the Group's
Marshall-Wjthe School of Law. efforts.
The funds derived from the
The Environmental Law
selling·of the prints is to be used
for projects and research Group invites any law student
concerned with Environmental who is interested in writing or ,
Law. The Group hopes to use editing for the EPN, or who is
these funds in the future to interested in helping organize a
finance the submission of speaker's series to attend the
amicus curae briefs in litigation Spring Organizational Meeting
concerned with issues of en- on Feb. 14 at 12:00 in room 215.
vironmentallaw. Students in the
Group would investigate and
write the briefs and re<;eive
some compensation for their
efforts. This is just one of many
ideas as to what could be done
with the funds derived from the
prints.

she is in charge. Sue Welch,
head cataloger, will move into
Mrs. Johnson's Present office in
the basement.
In addition to the new office a
wall will be constructed around
the circula tion staff area next to
the stairway to cut down on
noise. Air ducts are being
rerouted to accommodate the
new enclosures.
There is going to be a lot of
mess and noise associated with
. the construction. The major part
. of the work wa$ to have been
completed over the winter break
but did not even begin until
January 20. Miss Herriot, the
head librarian, does not know
when -it will be finished but she is
doing all she can to get the work
speeded up.
The cost of the construction is _
coming from general university
funds rather than the library
budget.
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International Law Society
Invites Emine-nt Speakers
by Bob Rae
The International Law Svciety
had a disappointing first
semester turnout for public
speakers due to several cancellations
of
tentatively
scheduled figures of note in the
international
law
field .
However, second semester
prospects look much brighter
with responses to society
inquiries coming in daily from

several foreign embassies in
Washington, the State Department and private outside firms.
The French minister, Monsieur Pierre Boyer, will speak to
the Society in March , with a
reception to follow . Also, theState Department is sending a
representative, as yet unnamed,
to discuss the Panama Canal
treaty with all society members
(continued page 3)

mlliamsburg %cquet eJhop
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605-8 Prince Georg_ St. -

Phone 22()'2319

Advocat.U5, Cont'.d
(continued from page 7)

vertical hold? Well , the cogniscenti among us recognize this as so much
flapdoodle . These same miRdless detractors are probably
patrons of motels with · " magic finger" vibrating beds. They
mistake the squirm of ecstasy for the wriggle of irritation. In
their blindness , they forget that if the book they're reading
vibrates then so does the chair upon which they sit. So long as
they remain in "sync" with the book they can enjoy the gentle
indirect ministratons of the jackhammer or drill through the
sea t of their pants while they study . Another entertainment of
the first order made possible by the generous providence of
our kind hearted and much maligned librarians!
I realize that encomiums such as have appeared thus far
in this article are likely to take a reader by surprise coming
as they do from one such as myself whose reputation for
wielding a poison pen is widely known . To be fair I should
point out that· the librarians are not perfect but with a little
more staff and a lot fewer books our library will be the envy of
all law schools everywhere. There is still a lot of area being
wasted on shelf space that could be far more efficaciously
used to supply every librarian with her own little office where
she can eat her lunch, drink her coffee and smoke her
cigarettes away from the prying eyes of ingrate students and
cockroaches.

Faculty Profile, Cont'd
(continued from page 5)
Professor Bridge's scholarly
career has been a productive
one. He has co-authored, along
with Dominik Lasok, fellow
Exeter professor and M-W
visitor, European Community
Law. He has also co-authored
Fundamental
Rights
(a

collection of essays) and
European Legislation. In addition, pe has been "published in
all the usual English legal
journals."
Professor Bridge taught International Law last semester
and is teaching - Europea~
Community Law this semester.
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. The Naked Eye:

SBA Elections'
Fraught .With Terror

Amicus Curiae

Letters to
Editors, Cont'd.
(continued from page 2)
academic standing, the " select"
group of interviewees is likely to
be composed of students who
have already secured positions !
In the interests of fairness and
1ustice, I suggest . that both
the Director of Placement and
the students who participate in
the
interviewing ' process
voluntarily
cooperate
in
alleviating this grievance.
Sincerely,
" MuffinMan"

The ravages of Q1idwinter are upon us and , much as a
young man 's fancy in the springtime turns to thoughts of love,
the dank fen that is the Naked Eye's mind turns to his favorite
subjeCt: terrorism. Perhaps this latest fixation has been
caused by the miserable failure of the author 's latest attempt
to join his beloved comrades Fidel and Raoul for the annual
convention of the Kharma Party in the glittering city of La
Yays and Boos
Habana , Cuba . .
To the Amicus :
Such failure , especially for the impeccably-educated and
Not much to praise or cenlegally-trained karmista , is disgrace enough ; coupled with
demn
this week, but here goes.
the shameful fact that the author has found himself stranded
Yay ! to both legal fraternities
among ten thousand-odd capitalist roader devils in the
for throwing two good, solid rush
revisionist confines of bourgeois Clearwater Beach , Florida ,
parties the other· weekend ,
even the most unenlightened of readers will find it within
Anything to ameliorate the
himself to understand and sympathize with the author.
consequences of living in this
We do , however, take solace in the faCt that this time, at
social wasteland merits a ·Yay!
On the subject of fraternities ,
least, we have managed to avoid the murderous thugs of
Liqijefactionist Party founder and ideologist Raskolnikov , a special Yay to P.A.D. for
running its used book store. It
whose hooligans have in the past responded to the author's
takes a lot of work and it
legitimate political acitvities by heaving him head first over a
provides
a handy service to the
railroad bridge onto the tracks below, while Raskolnikov
law students.
. himself later cooly claimed in ·his nationally syndicated
Boo to that extremely
newspaper column that the incident was prompted by suicidal recalcitrant arid obdurate hard
impulses of the Naked Eye.
core of students (an especially
Desirous of causing fUrther harm, Raskolnikov sub- intranSigent part of this hard
sequently dispatched to the author's hospital bed a number of core is in the third year class)
his most seductive female operatives, who relentlessly who will not get their pictures
tempted the author with an unending procession of brownies', taken for the composite. It's not
cookies , bananas, grapes, Hershey bars, grilled ham and like going to the dentist or an 8
cheese sandwiches and milkshakes, obviously trying to in- o'clock class, and by being
duce the N~ked Eye's death by overeating. It was then that stubborn you might cause this
worthwhile project to be
the author 's well-documented innoceI1ce nearly betrayed scrapped.
him ; after several days of 'merrily succumbing to this
A resounding Boo rising from
" treatment," the Naked Eye grew very round, and only quick the throats of junk food addicts
work by a nurse, who caught him as he rolled off his bed,
is hereby s~nt cascading upon
saved him from a messy death by hitting his thrice-fractured the heads of Ogden Vending
skull on the floor.
.
Service. A quarter for peanut
Our purpose, however, is not to sit in judgment of buttercups is a bit much to ask ;
Raskolnikov or of his terrorist methods ; he shall surely fry in with these prices I feel as though
Hell forever , and that is almost enough to satisfy us. We have I am walking into the lobby of a
recounted events of the past solely to warn the public of a movie theatre. What's next, a
dollar cover charge to get into
grave danger to democracy at Marshall-Wythe posed by the the coffee lounge???'?
aforenamed archfiend: our sources, or what is left of them ,
Boo to the Amicus for printing
have discovered that the Liquefactionist Party is presently " Ask Uncle Doug." To be pithy,
formulating plans to subvert the free elections of SBA offices he fails. (He's even worse than
to be held shortly. The precise methods of the Liquefactionists the letter writer in the last
are as yet undetermined ; it is at least clear, though , that the edition. )
. Mark F. Dempsey
master plan-code named Almeja Barbuda- principally inv9lv~s no less unsavory a method than extortion against a
P .S. Hey, Amicus, I've written
compatr·iot of ours.
you two times in a row ; can I be
In its rough outlines, Almeja Barbuda calls for a cam- an
editor now? I mean, you have
paign of terror and blackmail against former SBA presid- 10 editors, including a society
netial candidate John T. ("Johnny Bananas") Nolan who, as editor, a crime editor, and a
some may remember, narrowly ·lost the SBA presidential calligraphy editor, I believe that
race last year . No fool he, Raskolnikov has seized upon Mr. any paper that has room for a
Nolan's craving for power, and , having become aware of'a resident editor, not to mention
number of Mr. Nolan's multitudinous past indiscretions, has co-editors-in-chief, has room for
threatened to expose the poor wretch to the harsh light of one more editor ; thus, I hereby
' public scrutiny (and therefore, disgrace) unless he agrees to submit my application for the
postpo"ne his graduation from law school for one year. During position of corresponding editor.
However , I will require a
that time, of course, the-hapless Mr. Nolan is to serve as SBA secretarial staff and a private
president, or more precisely, as Raskolnikov's puppet. We office. (Maybe you could get me
have been unable to determine just what particular policies the legal writing office; that's
are to be implemented by the puppet government once the the closest I'll ever get to Law
plot has succeeded, but it·is our feeling that none of them will Review! l.
do the student body anything but harm.
In order to convince Mr. Nolan that they are deadly~
Satellite Story
serious, the Liquefactionists have totally disabled his beloved
and hoary Mercedes-Benz, cutting off all hopes of escape. And Sirs,
You know that satellite that
to drive the point home still further , they have attemped to
assassinate Mr. Nolan's former campaign manager by has recently been reported as
tampering with the tires of his automobile so as to cause a crashing in Canada? Well, just
high-speed spinout during a .trip to enlist the aid of freedom between you and me it didn't
belong to the Russians .but was
fighters in South Boston.
in
actuality
the
most
That particular attempt failed, yet neither victim is sophisticated attempt yet to
overly disposed to resist the Liquefactionist put~cb. Thus, it discover what really goes on at
has become the responsibility of the free press to warn those late n'i ght faculty
Marshall-Wythe of the impending plot. We earnestly hope meetings. Don't tell anyone but
that no harm comes to the unfortunate Mr. Nolan as a con- we managed to get 'some really
sequence of our actions , yet, the truth must be told. And Mr. . interesting film before we lost
Nolan's death would be a small' price indeed to pay for the control.
Conspiratorily yours,
preservation of our present way of l!fe at the nation 's oldest
Anita Bryant
and g'r eatest school of law.
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ADVOCATUS
DIABOLI

bv Brother Raskolnikov
Too often we at~the law school are too quick to criticize
those who truly have our interests at heart. We are often sorry
later for our premature outbursts uttered without stopping to
consider fully the actions of those whose motive we so readily
and unjustifiably impugn,
A case in point is the current situation in the library and
the thoughtless criticism that is being bruited about by insensitive students . If you don 't believe there is criticism go to
the library and wait for the workers ' lunch hour and you'll be
able to hear it .
Have we forgotten so soon the beneficial rules imposed
upon us not so long ago? Have we forgotten how our initial
anger at procriptions against smoking, ,drinking, and eating
in the library evaporated as y-;e began to appreciate that our
autocratic but beloved and beneficent librarians had only our
\-vell being in mind ? Before I address myself to the current
crisis let me review for you the old regulations:
These regulations were designed to guarantee the
library's status as the sanctum sanctorum of legal inquiry
and contemplation. To this end food was abolished from the
premises so that cockroaches would be put on notice that they
would have to go through the regular application process if
they wished to matriculate. It may be noted parenthetically
that resort to this method of entry has met with some success
by some of our entomic brethren who apparently have blood
relatives on the admissions committee.
Likewise, tippling was forbidden ; purportedly to protect
the floors and furniture from coffee and coke stains but in
practise to discourage inebriates from surreptitiously
seeking surcease from their earthly woes while pretending to
scholarship.
Finally, smoking was banned to protect the lungs of nonsmokers none of whom, so far as can be ascertained, ever
even asked-to be protected. In this display of Initiative our
librarians rival the great "No-Smoking Joe" Califano in their
solicitude for those who really don 't care much one way or the
other.
Although most of us now accept the beneficial results
these rules have produced, there are those who argue that the
current construction activity is diametrically opposed to t.h e
salutary goals these rules sought to achieve. Some fanatics
are even so bold as to hint that if the librarians had their way
no students would be allowed in the library and precious few
books . .
Well, to that I can only say stuff and nonsense! The noise,
dust , disarray and vibration currently being complained of
are, of course, vital to the proper atmosphere for studying
law. On the basis of statutory construction principles alone we
can see that no prohibition to this activity exists. Remember
the doctrine of expressio ooius est exclusio alterius? Nor as
we shall soon see are there any policy reasons for objecting .
Noise, for instance, is essential to legal education .
Professors , in particular, greatly esteem noise as a pedagogic
technique and can sometimes be heard to speak dithyrambically about its merits. As one of our professors was heard to
mutter contemptuously: " I can tell the dullards in my class
by their ear plugs." Further, noise serves as an effective
device for winnowing out the serious students from the casual
loiterers and lolly-gaggers who are -so lacking in mental
toughness as to be unable to concentrate amid th~ cacophony .
The school is better off without them .
The removal of an entire alcove of tables and chairs was
also cunningly calculated by our clever librarians to assist
the progress of the first year legal writing class. Whereas
before the students could casually browse through the shelves
without regard to wasted movement the new situation
demands tha t the tyro researchers carefully plan their sallies
in advance to avoid fruitless searches and wasted time. The
student who persists in his old habit of divagating about the
stacks is likely to find his seat usurped by another upon his
return. Efficiency is thus measurably advanced.
Well argue the nit-pickers among us, how does the dust
that afflicts our lungs differ in any substantial respect from
the smoke we have banned? Again the merits of this new
condition are not immediately obvious because of th~subtlety
of the improvement. As we all know one of the problems
endemic to studying in winter is a runny nose that constantly
requires wiping or blowing. The distraction and discomfiture
this causes the wiper or blower and his circumjacent
colleagues is now entirely neutralized by the dust which acts
as a drying agent - much like quick-lime. This allows all the
nasal effluents to be disposed of in a lump sum in one fell
swoop without any noise at all.
Lastly, the carpers and nay-sayers castigate our beloved
librarians for causing all that vibration. How, they maintain ,
is it possible to study a book that behaves like it's ' getting
electric shoc.k therapy ; causing it t9 appear like a TV with no
(continued page 6)
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Briefs Of
The Burg'

Dispelling ...
For the entire first semester we were treated by our less
tolerant friends among the second and third year class to a
long-winded and irritable tirade concerning the first year
class for its lack of soci!ll conscience. (We refer, of course, not
to humanitarian acts, but to party tendencies. ) Those illspoken words became dust and ashes in the mouths of their
progenitors in the course of the last few weeks, and we wO.uld
consequently like to take this opportunity to thank the fIrst
years for deflating the pompous, self-satisfied egos of some of
our fellows .
The two legal fraternities took ov~r M-W social life these
past two weeks, and the object of their attention was the
unblemished and unaffiliated first year class. After some
These law students seem to be enjoying themselves as fraternity parties provide the occasion.
suspicious and rather infantile sparring over rush rules , the
fraternities got down to their real business, which was
cajoling the first years by entertainment. Rush rules and
proper etiquette prevented us from attending both ~~sh
Jury Trials
Tammy Sweat (possession of
parties despite our press credentials, but our own fraternIties A 30-day jail sentence was
Feb. 16 and 17, Shirley Moore
marijuana with intent to
production was spectacular, and from what we hear, the suspended.
Clifton B. Graham; 20, of
Hawk v. Thos. "Ray Ha·zelwood. distribute) ; Same v. Clifford
other guys did a great job, too.
City ,
waived
Non Jury Trials.
Gauthier (manufacture of
The first year students , who, regardless of what may be Charles
2-3-78. Commonwea lth v. . marijuana ).
said of them , are nobody 's fools , knew a good thing when they preliminary hearings for
Audrey Hamrick; same v. Dale
2-13-78. Joseph Abdelnour v.
saw it. Two free parites on two successive nights, with the charges of grand larceny and
burglary.
Mendenhall; same v. Louis Richard Beach Bldrs., Inc.
hosts anxious to woo tbe pampered guests, is our admittedly
At the request of the comKossuth Schwartz; same v.
2-16-78. Commonwealth v.
limited and banal idea of heaven. Obviously there were plenty monwealth attorney, Graham
Thos. Bradley; Commonwealth Rich,nd
Charles
Spilde
of first years who thought so too. Our band's affair was the was not tried on five charges of
v. Rodney Clarr; same v. (burglary, grand larceny).
second of the two parties, and we noteiced from our strategic petit larceny. He waived
position near that bar that many of our iron-willed guests preliminary hearings for n!ne
50 PRINTED RESUMES •••••••••••••• $10.49
were packing in the booze despite red-rimmed eyes and charges of burglary, and two for
100 PRINTED RESUMES ••••••••••••• $12.49
glazed gazes as a result of the previous soiree. We admired grand larceny .
He is scheduled for trial by a
their fortitude and envied their capacity. Our party was well
attended, and we are told that the other guys had a rush , too. circuit court grand jury March
607 Prince George Street
1 Block from Campus
It seems that the first years had the good sense, as well as the 13.
Circuit Court
229·7294
sound drinking instincts , to check out both companies to see
The following is a list of ten* RUSH SERVICE *
who they would be most comfortable with. Etiher that. or, of tative trial dates for cases
coUrse, they may have been curious to know whose liquor coming before the Circuit Court
Also . : Programs . Newsletters . Invitat i ons .
Letterheads and Envelopes
tasted better.
in the next few weeks.
. We have to, in passing, admire the recruiting tactics of
·COpIES - WHILE YOU WAIT
our particular group. A delectable female member of our
crew, under the guise of recording the event for posteritv with
Lawyer Prepares Issue
her camera , managed to apply the most flattering sort of
and alumni. It contains news,
law related. and the op.adline is
by Cyndie Baskett
attentio"l to the male guests, without, of course, being obfeature articles , short stories,
March 15th, 1978. If you are
The Colonial Lawyer is
interested in writing but do not
vious. And not to be overtly sexist or outdone, our noble leader gearing up for its proposed
poems , and articles of an
na ve a topIC, com e by an d see
took it upon himself personally to say a few words to each of publication date of April 1st,
academic nature. We invite
us. We would be glad to assign a
our female possibles, which we are sure was a great thrill for 1978. What is the Colonial
topic or interview. The office is
submissions in any of the above
them .
Lawyer you may ask? The
categories from any member of
located in the basement of Old
Obviously the wild antics and nefarious seductions (of the Lawyer is an annual magazine
the law school community.
Rodgers Hall next door to the
Submissions must be minimally
Amicus.
most innocent sort, of course ) paid off, for on Initiation distributed to faculty, students,
Friday (sort of like Fat Tuesday with some Latin hokum
If writing is not your parthrown in ) our gang came away with the big haul. The other
ticular forte , assistance is
also lying. We consider this rumor particularly spiteful since
fellows did well also , though.
needed in other areas including
the inconvenience to those working on law review notes , moot
edi ting, layout , photography ,
All of which was excuse for yet another party . Ours was
court and legal writing briefs, and bar review caused by the
graphics, and other general
wild raucous , loud, and incredibly crowded and delightful ,
construction must be negligible. Particularly since we are
dirty work! Willing hands are
.with the two heartthrobs of the rush surpassing their previous
sure that Ms . Heriot or the Dean's Office, or whoever
always appreciated. If you are
performance. (All , however, in the best of taste.) And
authorized the construction (the only thing we know on that
willing to donate a couple of
although the other affair may have been a bit smaller, we
score is that the S.B.A. hoard was not consulted, but we can't
hours per week to the Colonial
understand that it was of such a festive nature that after a . understand why students need input on library issues Lawyer,
please leave a note and
while no one either noticed or cared.
anyway ) obviously chose the most reasonable and convenient copy of your class schedule in
We must make one last note: by joining one fraternity
our mail box located in the law
time for the building . After all , the summer is so hot.
more heavily, the first years have contrived to give both
The only rumor that we feel compelled to answer is that school office.
fraternities a large, vital, and enthusiastic crowd of first and
the cataloging and circulation lady for whom the office is
second year students. Whether by design or mere fortUity ,
being built is retiring in June anyway. Even if that is true , the
this can be nothing but good for the law school next year, and
person who replaces her will need to work o.ut of the new ofcredit should be given where credit is due. We congratulate
fice which is so close to the card catalogue In the basement.
all those who joined either fraternity for making a wise
It is obvious to us that after going without for so long , the
choice, and hope that the enthusiasm that marked these last
office is particularly necessary now, since it will be a full two
two weeks will continue into next year.
years before we all have plenty of room in the new building.
At Bargain Prices
...... Wild Rumors And, looking to the future , the English Department, which
:J
i.!
i.! t! i.! i.! i.! i.! i.! i:J t! i.! t! i.!
We no longer study very often in the library ; the spartan
will probably get our old building, will need a small office
and literally unrefreshing atmosphere is foreign to us. (We
stuck in the corner of the largest room in the building. And if
, Tlu'
Prio'
cannot work without our coffee beside us. ) Furthermore,
they don't it will only take a day or so to tear it down.
even in our best days we were never slim , so the cramped
fmo'te
We want to take this opportunity to congratulate the
conditions are a bit much for us . But we like libraries and
O't tu.t)
Librarian and the Dean's Office for the new improvements .
librarians (we were one ourself in our undergraduate days )
Now in addition to having a professional looking library,
l ~fttl Boo" ,)'ltop 4
and since we are detached and distant from the M-W version,
unsullied by paper bags, paper cups, or, indeed, papers in any
we thought we would be best qualified to dispel some of the
.! i.! t! t! i.! i.! i.! i.! iJ i.! i.! i.! i.! r.! 4
state of creation or completion , our extensive collection will
nasty rumors going around about the present !)ffice conbe catalogued and circulated instantly, all _by the simple
NOW OPEN
struction going on in the library.
expedient of wiping out half of a reading room. Of course the
607 Prince George St.
Many of these snide little tales are of course so unworthy
htw . .n !oswell Pnnting Co. ,
inconvenience to students is of no consequence; the library is
1M Williamsburo Ro(:oue1 Shop
of respect as to need no disproof. All those people with classes
primarily a place for displaying M-W's competence to the
Mon .·Fri . 10·7, Sot . 10·6
above the library who say the carpenters are actually the
ABA, not a place for students to work.
TEACHERS:
Richmond Symphony Orchestra Novice Percussion Section
And yet, even as we congratulate the Dean's Office and
We S.II Paper by Ihe Ream
practically are lying. We know this for a facfbecause we have
and Odd Scrap Cuts . Size.
the Librarian for their fine <sense of priorities , we suspect
a class in 213, so we checked them out ourselves .
& Color.
that, like Mr . Swift's Modest Proposal, there is a small flaw in
Also, all those people who study in the library who say
our reasoning. Perhaps the Dean's Office and the Librarian
WE ·TRADE BOOKS
that the new construction is a throne room for Ms. Heriot are
can put a finger on it for us.

Court Report, Cont'd.
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